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Abstract: Technological peculiarities of cultivation and harvesting of some agricultural crops make
it necessary to use asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregates. However, for the time being there
is no sufficiently complete, analytical study of the steady movement of such machine-and-tractor
aggregates. This necessitates the development of a theory of stable movement of the aggregates which
would allow choosing their optimal kinematic and design parameters. On the basis of the results of
mathematical simulation, a system of linear differential equations of the second order is obtained
describing transverse displacement of the center of masses of the aggregating wheeled tractor and
turning of its longitudinal axis of symmetry by some angle around the indicated center of mass,
as well as the deviation angle of the rear-trailed harvester from the longitudinal axis of the tractor at
any arbitrary moment of time. This system of differential equations can be applied for numerical
calculations on the PC, which will make it possible to evaluate the stability of the movement of the
asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregate when it performs the technological process.

Keywords: aggregate; trailed asymmetric machine; simulation

1. Introduction

The careful arrangement of agricultural machines is fundamental for both their performance and
operators’ safety [1,2]. In this regard, it is worth remembering that several conditions linked to the
technical features of the tractors (mass distribution, center of mass location, narrow track and so on),
and/or particular operative situations, (soil conformation, high slopes, and so on) may cause their
overturn during agricultural operations [3,4]. The combined machine-and-tractor aggregate, too, may
produce risk situations during working conditions. Most combined machine-and-tractor aggregates
are formed according to classical symmetrical schemes where the agricultural machines, front- and
rear-mounted on the aggregating tractors, are arranged symmetrically in relation to the longitudinal
axes of symmetry of the source of power, which provides conditions for their steady movement during
the execution of one of the technological processes [5–7]. However, in some cases it is necessary to
aggregate asymmetrically located agricultural machines when the tractor must move across one part
of the field but the machine across a part of the field situated from one side (for instance, a harvester,
a machine for removing the sugar beet tops, a rotary mower, trailed silage harvesters, and so on) [8,9].
This particular type of asymmetric agricultural unit has an initial instability of movement, since the
agricultural machine attached to the rear of the aggregating tractor (for example, a roll cutter) is entirely
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on one side of the longitudinal axis (axis of symmetry) of the aggregating tractor, which initially causes
the turning moment relative to the trailer point to the tractor [10,11]. Furthermore, this turning moment
caused by the lateral arrangement of the support elements (support wheels that move along the soft
loose soil and, through the load, make a deep groove in it) of the trailed agricultural machine relative
to the axis of symmetry of the aggregating tractor and shifted by the technological load during the
processing of agricultural material, significant value during the movement of such a machine-tractor
unit, always exists [12,13]. In addition, this turning point is the greater, the greater are the forces that
arise when the working bodies of an asymmetrically installed agricultural machine interact with the
material being processed [14]. In addition, these forces are random functions of many factors, such as
variable yield, different type of soil (and, consequently, different bearing capacity), different strength
of the cut off array of stems, and so on [15].

Performance of one or another agricultural machine-and-tractor aggregate may be regarded then
as its reaction to the incoming, control and perturbing impacts [16]. In this case, the reactions of the
machine-and-tractor aggregate to the control impact characterize its controllability, and the reactions
to the perturbing impact characterize the stability of its movement [17,18]. Most often, it is considered
that the main incoming control impact is the turning angle of the driven wheels of the aggregating
tractor. As the incoming perturbing impacts, there are the unfolding moments, various resistance
forces, the speed of the working movement of the aggregate, and so on [19]. The main operators
for dynamic systems are the transfer functions, the amplitude-frequency, and the phase-frequency
response [20,21]. However, to determine them, a system of corresponding differential equations is
required which connect the output variables with the incoming impacts, that is, a mathematical model
of the investigated process is needed.

There are many investigations devoted to an analytical study of the movement stability of
trailed agricultural machines within the structure of various machine-and-tractor aggregates [22,23].
Yet in these and other works, insufficient attention has been paid to the stability of their movement.
Particularly this concerns asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregates when their stability was
estimated by the results of static calculations, by determining the deflecting (unfolding) moments
of forces. In some other cases, the trailed asymmetric machine is considered separately from the
source of power (the tractor) [24,25]. There are analytical studies when the movement of the entire
machine-and-tractor aggregate is evaluated only by the movement of the tractor which is under the
influence of only one concentrated (often constant by direction) resistance force from the side of the
aggregated asymmetric tool. However, the study of the dynamics and stability of the asymmetric
machine-and-tractor aggregate will be most accurate in the case when the peculiarities of the design
and movement of the aggregating tractor, and the trailed asymmetric agricultural machine are taken
into account, including the elastic-damping properties of the tires on the travelling wheels of the
tractor, and the resulting deformation of the soil in various directions.

Taking in mind the aforesaid, the aim of the work is the development of a mathematical model
of the plane-parallel movement of an asymmetric agricultural machine-and-tractor aggregate, which
makes it possible to numerically simulate its kinematic parameters in optimal and/or risk conditions.
Finally, the comparison of the theoretically achieved results with experimental data which indicated
acceptable coincidence is also reported.

2. Materials and Methods

To develop a mathematical model of the plane-parallel movement of an asymmetric
machine-and-tractor aggregate, a wheeled aggregating tractor and a rear-trailed windrower are
considered (Figure 1). In addition, the link between the aggregating tractor and the rear-trailed
windrower is performed by means of a cylindrical joint. This machine-and-tractor aggregate is
asymmetric since the rear-mounted windrower is displaced to the right of the longitudinal axis of
the tractor.
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Figure 1. The aggregating wheeled tractor and the trailed asymmetric.

Figure 2 reports the equivalent scheme of an asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregate
considering its movement only in a plane, which is parallel to the plane of the field surface First
of all, we will construct an equivalent scheme of an asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregate
considering its movement only in a plane that is parallel to the plane of the field surface (Figure 2).
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This asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregate is a complex dynamic system for which the
following assumptions are accepted:

# The surface of the field across which the particular harvesting aggregate moves is strictly
horizontal, and therefore its inclination is neglected;

# The wheeled aggregating tractor is a solid body that has a longitudinal plane of symmetry passing
through its center of mass;

# Fluctuations of the tractive resistance of the trailed windrower have no significant effect on
the speed of the forward movement of this aggregate, which is then considered constant in
first approximation;

# Interaction of the pneumatic tires of the aggregating tractor wheels and the supporting wheels of
the trailed windrower with the surface of the soil (in the lateral directions) does not go beyond
the limits of the well-known hypothesis of the “lateral drift” of tires;

# Because of the small values, the gyroscopic and stabilizing moments of the pneumatic tires of the
tractor and windrower wheels are not considered;

# The slip angles of the pneumatic tires of the travelling wheels of the aggregating tractor, located
on the same geometric axis, as well as the lateral forces acting on them, will be considered
sufficiently small;

# The turning angles of the left-side and the right-side driven wheels of the aggregating tractor
are considered small and equal, taking into account that the basic movement of this harvesting
machine-and-tractor aggregate is close to rectilinear, when performing the technological process
of cutting grain crops.

Considering the asymmetry of this machine-and-tractor aggregate, its movement in a horizontal
plane will initially be unstable. Besides, a hypothesis is advanced about an increase in the moment
of the stabilizing movement of the particular asymmetric harvesting aggregate in a horizontal plane,
which will be possible due to the installation of the supporting wheels of the aggregated windrower at
rational divergence angles.

2.1. Mathematical Model of the Aggregating Wheeled Tractor

At first an equivalent scheme only of the aggregating wheeled tractor is constructed (Figure 3).
The tractor is a four-wheel model in the form of a longitudinal frame with front-driven and rear driving
wheels moving in a plane, parallel to the plane of the field surface, i.e., performing a plane-parallel
movement. The aggregating wheeled tractor is depicted in the equivalent scheme in an arbitrary
position (Figure 3). Its characteristic points are denoted by corresponding letters: S- center of mass
point; A- middle of the axle of the driven wheel; B- the middle of the driving wheels; C- the hitch point
of the aggregated machine. In this case, the pivots of the driven wheels, due to their small dimensions,
enter the common length of the axles of the front wheels.

A system of coordinate axes is taken for this equivalent scheme. The surface of the field is strictly
linked to the system of fixed Cartesian coordinates XOYZ which denotes the plane of the field surface
(axis Z is not shown). A separate spatial system of coordinate axes is drawn through the center of
masses of the aggregating tractor (point S), in which axis SYT coincides with the longitudinal axis
of the tractor, axis SXT is directed to the right from the course of the tractor but axis SZT—vertically
up. In addition, to indicate the direction of movement of the front-driven wheels of the tractor,
a moving coordinate system XA AYA with the origin at point A is chosen. Besides, axis AYA always
coincides with the direction of the movement of the front-driven wheels of the aggregating tractor
(parallel to the plane of the indicated wheels) at an arbitrary moment of time, and axis AXA is directed
perpendicular to axis AYA and to the right from the course of the tractor. Taking into account the
accepted assumptions and the advanced hypothesis, it is assumed that during its working run the
aggregating wheeled tractor performs a movement relative to the fixed coordinate system XOY, which
will be a forward uniform movement with speed V0 (Figure 3). While executing a working movement
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under the impact of random factors, the aggregating tractor deviates from its original position, receives
additional speed and starts its relative movement in plane XOY. In this case, plane YTSXT connected
with the center of masses of the aggregating tractor turns in XOY around the vertical axis SZT which
passes through point S. The measure of this rotation will be angle ϕ, formed by the longitudinal axis
of symmetry SYT of the wheeled aggregating tractor and axis OY.
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During the relative movement of the tractor its center of masses moves along axis OX, which is
characterized by a change in the coordinate XS (Figure 3). Thus, the aggregating tractor, with respect
to plane XOY, has two degrees of freedom, which correspond to coordinates: the linear coordinate XS
and the angular coordinate ϕ. These coordinates are taken as generalized coordinates of the discussed
dynamical system.

Furthermore, external forces acting upon the aggregating wheeled tractor are designated on
the equivalent scheme. The forces that are acting in its plane-parallel movement (Figure 3) are the
following:

(a) the driving force FB of the rear wheels summing up from the two driving wheels of the tractor is
applied at point B and forms a drift angle δB with the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the tractor;

(b) the rolling resistance force P f A of the front wheels of the tractor, which also sums up from the
two wheels, is applied at the intersection point of their axis with the longitudinal axis SYT (point
A) and deviated from the direction of the movement of its propellers by the drift angle δA;

(c) lateral forces, respectively, from two wheels: PLA and PLB, applied at points A and B, respectively;
(d) the traction resistance force PKR of the windrower movement, applied at point C and deviated

from the longitudinal axis of the aggregating tractor, i.e., from axis SYT , by angle β.

It should be noted here that the main moment of the forces acting upon the windrower (the turning
moment Mt relative to point C) is not transmitted onto the tractor due to the pivotal connection of
the aggregated asymmetric machine at point C. Consequently, the impact of the trailing asymmetric
machine upon the aggregating tractor appears only as its traction resistance PKR and its turning
(deviation) angle β in a horizontal plane.
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The differential equations of a plane-parallel movement of the wheeled aggregating tractor are
composed, using for this purpose the initial equations in the Lagrange form of the second kind [26,27]:

d
dt

(
∂TT

∂
.
qi

)
− ∂TT

∂qi
= Qi (1)

where TT—the kinetic energy of the aggregating tractor;
qi—generalized coordinates;
Qi—generalized forces by the respective generalized coordinates.

The kinetic energy TT of the aggregating tractor in relation to plane XOY can be found from
this equation:

TT =
MT ·V2

S + JS·ω2
T

2
(2)

where MT—the mass of the aggregating tractor;
VS—the linear velocity of the center of masses of the tractor in plane XOY;
JS—the inertia moment of the tractor in relation to the vertical axis SZT ;
ωT—the angular speed of turning of the tractor around axis SZT .

If the linear VS and angular ωT velocities are expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates
XS and ϕ, you obtain:

VS =
.

XS

ωT =
.
ϕ

Then, taking this into account, the kinetic energy TT of the aggregating tractor is equal to:

TT =
MT ·

.
X

2
S + JS·

.
ϕ

2

2
(3)

Since the kinetic energy of the aggregating tractor, determined by Equation (3), depends only on
velocities

.
XS and

.
ϕ and does not depend on the generalized coordinates themselves, then:

∂TT
∂qi

= 0 (4)

The partial derivatives with respect to velocities
.

XS and
.
ϕ of the respective generalized coordinates are:

∂TT

∂
.

XS
= MT ·

.
XS (5)

∂TT

∂
.
ϕ

= JS·
.
ϕ (6)

The time derivatives of each of the partial derivatives obtained above are determined by the
corresponding equations:

d
dt

(
∂TT

∂
.

XS

)
= MT ·

..
XS (7)

d
dt

(
∂TT

∂
.
ϕ

)
= JS·

..
ϕ (8)
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Using the obtained Equations (7) and (8), considering (4) with respect to two generalized
coordinates XS and ϕ, based on (1), a system of differential equations of the plane-parallel movement
of the aggregating wheeled tractor is obtained, which has the following form:{

MT ·
..
XS = QXS

JS·
..
ϕ = Qϕ

(9)

Now the definition of generalized forces entering into the system of differential Equation (9) is
proceeded. To determine the generalized force by the generalized coordinate XS, the equation of the
elementary work of forces on possible displacement δXS is used:

δAXS = PLA·cos(ϕ + α)·δXS − Pf A·sin(ϕ + α − δA)·δXS + PLB·cosϕ·δXS −
FBsin(δB − ϕ)·δXS − PKR·sin(ϕ + β)·δXS

(10)

where α—the turning angle of the driven wheels of the aggregating tractor.
The generalized force by the generalized coordinate is calculated from Equation (10) and is

equal to:

QXS =
δAXS
δXS

= PLA·cos(ϕ + α)− Pf A·sin(ϕ + α − δA) + PLB·cosϕ −
FB·sin(δB − ϕ)− PKR·sin(ϕ + β)

(11)

Thus, this generalized force QXS is equal to the sum of the projections of all the active external
forces onto axis OX, applied to the aggregating wheeled tractor. To determine the generalized force
Qϕ by the generalized coordinate ϕ, the equation for the elementary work of forces on possible
displacement δϕ is used:

δAϕ = PLA·(L − aT)·cosα·δϕ − Pf A·(L − aT)·sin(α − δA)·δϕ − PLB·aT ·δϕ +

FB·aT ·sinδB·δϕ + PKR·(aT + aM)·sinβ·δϕ.
(12)

From Equation (12) you obtain:

Qϕ =
δAϕ

δϕ = PLA·(L − aT)·cosα − Pf A·(L − aT)·sin(α − δA)− PLB·aT +

FB·aT ·sinδB + PKR·(aT + aM)·sinβ
(13)

Csequently, the generalized force Qϕ with respect to the angular generalized coordinate ϕ is equal
to the algebraic sum of the moments of all the active external forces with respect to point S.

Analyzing the obtained Equations (11) and (13) for the generalized forces QXS and, there is a
possibility to simplify these equations since for the small angles the values of the cosines can be
approximately considered equal to ones, and the values of the sines equal to the angles themselves.
Taking into account that

FB − Ff A − PKR = 0 (14)

Equation (11) can be presented as:

QXS = PLA + PLB − Pf Aα + Pf AδA − FBδB − PKRβ (15)

Similar transformations are carried out also for Equation (13), additionally considering the small
values of angles α and β.

Finally, an equation for the determination of the generalized force Qϕ of this kind is obtained:

Qϕ = PLA·(L − aT)− Pf A·α·(L − aT)− PLB·aT + Pf A·δA·(L − aT) + FB·δB·aT +

PKR·β·(aT + aM)
(16)
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The forces PLA and PLB entering Equations (15) and (16) can be replaced by equations formed
based on the so-called hypothesis of “lateral drift” of tires of the pneumatic wheels [10] of the kind:

PLA = kA·δA (17)

PLB = kB·δB (18)

where kA, kB—the coefficients of the lateral drift of the pneumatic tires of the tractor.
In Equations (17) and (18) it is necessary to substitute the values of the drift angles δA and

δB, which are determined on the basis of the construction of velocity plans of points A and B, i.e.,
the mid-points of the front (driven) and the rear (driving) axles of the aggregating tractor in their
plane-parallel movement in a horizontal plane XOY. The indicated velocity plans are constructed,
which made it possible to graphically find the values of velocities VA and VB, then through their
projections on axes X and Y, also the corresponding tangents, and, neglecting the small values, to find
angles δA and δB themselves [22]. As a result, the final equations for lateral forces PLA and PLB of the
hollowing kind were defined:

PLA = kA·
[
−

.
XS − (L − aT)

.
ϕ

V0
+ ϕ + α

]
(19)

PLB = kB·
[
−

.
XS − aT ·

.
ϕ

V0
+ ϕ

]
(20)

2.2. Mathematical Model of the Trailed Windrower

To construct a calculated mathematical model of the entire asymmetric machine-and-tractor
aggregate, it is necessary further to consider the equivalent scheme of its technological part, i.e.,
the trailed windrower (Figure 4).
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To indicate the position of the supporting wheels of the windrower at an arbitrary moment of time,
a movable coordinate system YKC1XK is shown in Figure 3, strictly linked with the left supporting
wheel of the windrower. In the presented form, the trailed windrower, as a dynamic system, can be
considered as a physical pendulum having only one degree of freedom—the turning angle β in a
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horizontal plane (Figure 4). It is this turning angle β that will be the generalized coordinate in the
subsequent composition of differential equations as initial equations of dynamics in the Lagrange form
of the second kind (1). The components, necessary for Equation (1) are then defined. Thus, the kinetic
energy TH of the aggregated windrower is equal to:

TH =
JC·

.
β

2

2
(21)

where JC—the inertia moment of the windrower with respect to the vertical axis passing through point
C; β—the angular turning velocity of the windrower around point C.

The necessary partial derivatives entering the initial Lagrange equations of the second kind (1)
are found from the following equations:

∂TH

∂
.
β

= JC·
.
β (22)

∂TH
∂β

= 0 (23)

d
dt

(
∂TH

∂
.
β

)
= JC·

..
β (24)

Taking into consideration Equations (23) and (24), the differential equation of the movement of
the trailed windrower has the following form:

JC·
..
β = Qβ (25)

To determine the generalized force QB which enters into Equation (25), external forces acting
upon the trailed windrower must be denoted. The external forces acting upon the windrower during
its technological process are the following:

(a) the longitudinal Rl and the transverse Rd components of the resistance forces of the harvested
stubble mass that are applied to the windrower at point C0;

(b) the rolling resistance force P f 1 of the left-side wheel of the windrower applied at point C1 and
deviated from the plane of the wheel by the drift angle δ1;

(c) the rolling resistance force P f 2 of the two right-side wheels of the windrower (in the diagram
they are represented as one equivalent wheel), which is applied at point C2 and is deviated from
the plane of the wheel by the drift angle δ2;

(d) lateral forces PL1 and PL2, applied respectively to the left-side and the right-side wheel of the
windrower at points C1 and C2.

The equation for the elementary work of forces on possible displacement is used to determine the
generalized force Qβ by the generalized coordinate β:

δAβ = Rl ·d·δβ − Rd(l − dM)·δβ + Pf 1cos(α1 − δ1)·h·δβ + Pf 2· cos(α2 − δ2)·b·δβ

+ Pf 1sin(α1 − δ1)·l·δβ + Pf 2sin(α2 − δ2)·l·δβ − PL1·cosα2· l·δβ

−PL2·cosα2·l·δβ + PL1sinα1·h·δβ + PL2sinα2·b·δβ

(26)

where d, l, dM, h and b—the design parameters of the windrower (see Figure 4); α1 and α2—the
installation angles respectively of the left-side and the right-side wheels of the windrower.
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From Equation (26) the generalized force Qβ by the generalized angular coordinate β is:

Qβ =
δAβ

δβ = Rl ·d − Rd(l − dM) + Pf 1cos(α1 − δ1)·h + Pf 2·cos(α2 − δ2)·b
+ Pf 2sin(α2 − δ2)·l − PL1·cosα1·l − PL2·cosα2·l
+ PL1sinα1·h + PL2·sinα2·b

(27)

Just as in the previous case, the values of the cosines of the small angles can be replaced by ones,
and the sines by the angles themselves, and, in addition, if the small values of angles α1 and α2 are
taken into account, then Equation (26) can be represented in this form:

Qβ = Rl ·d· − Rd(l − dM) + Pf 1·h + Pf 2·b + Pf 1·l·(α1 − δ1)

+ Pf 2·l·(α2 − δ2)− PL1·l − PL2·l + PL1·α1·h + PL2·α2·b
(28)

In addition, from Figure 4 it can be seen that

Rd = Rl ·tgβ (29)

In addition, since the value of angle β is small, then tgβ ≈ β, therefore:

Rd = Rl ·β (30)

As in the case with the aggregating wheeled tractor, the lateral forces PL1 and PL2 acting upon the
supporting wheels of the windrower can be replaced by equations also formed based on the hypothesis
about the “lateral drift” of the pneumatic tires of its wheels:

PL1 = k1·δ1 (31)

PL2 = k2·δ2 (32)

where K1, K2—the coefficients of the lateral drift of the pneumatic tires of the supporting wheels of the
windrower; δ1, δ2—the drift angles of the pneumatic supporting wheels of the windrower.

As in the previous case, in order to determine the lateral forces PL1 and PL2, it was necessary
to find the drift angles δ1, δ2 of the left-side and the right-side supporting wheels of the windrower,
respectively, for which velocity plans have been also constructed to find the velocities of points C1 and
C2, and their projections on axes X and Y, and, considering the tangents of the angles and neglecting
the small values, the final equations for these drift angles of this type were found:

δ1 =
−

.
XS +

.
ϕ(aT + aM) +

.
.
β
(
l2 + h2) 1

2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α1 (33)

δ2 =
−

.
XS +

.
ϕ(aT + aM) +

.
.
β
(
l2 + b2) 1

2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α2 (34)

By substituting Equations (33) and (34) into (31) and (32), the values of the lateral forces PL1 and
PL2 are finally obtained and then used to find the generalized force Qβ.

Taking into consideration Equations (30), (31), the generalized force Qβ, determined by
Equation (27), can be presented by the following form:

Qβ = Rl ·d· − Rd(l − dM)·β + Pf 1·h + Pf 2·b + Pf 1·l·(α1 − δ1) +

Pf 2·l·(α2 − δ2)− k1·δ1·l − k2·δ2·l + k1·δ1·α1·h + k2·δ2·α2·b.
(35)
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Since the product of two small values is even smaller, the sum of the last two terms (k1·δ1·α1·h) +
(k2·δ2·α2·b) in Equation (35) can be neglected. In such a case:

Qβ = Rl [d − (l − dM)·β] + Pf 1[h + (α1 − δ1)·l] + Pf 2[b + (α2 − δ2)·l]− k1·δ1·l
−k2·δ2·l

(36)

Taking into account Equations (33) and (34), as a result, this final equation for the generalized
force Qβ for the trailed windrower is obtained:

Qβ = Rl [d − (l−dM)β]

+Pf 1

h +

α1 −

−
.

XS+
.
ϕ(aT+aM)+

.
.
β(l2+h2)

1
2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α1

·l


+Pf 2

b+

α2 −

−
.

XS+
.
ϕ(aT+aM)+

.
.
β(l2+b2)

1
2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α2

·l


−k1·l

−
.

XS+
.
ϕ(aT+aM)+

.
.
β(l2+h2)

1
2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α1


− k2·l

−
.

XS+
.
ϕ(aT+aM)+

.
.
β(l2+b2)

1
2

V0
+ ϕ + β + α2



(37)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mathematical Model of the Entire Asymmetric Machine-and-Tractor Aggregate

By substituting Equations (15), (16) and (37) for generalized forces QXS , Qϕ and Qβ into
Equations (9) and (25), respectively, considering Equations (19) and (20), and discarding terms of
a higher order of smallness, after a series of transformations the following system of the second-order
linear differential equations, describing the movement of the asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregate
in a horizontal plane, is obtained:

A11·
..
XS + A12·

.
XS + A13·

.
ϕ + A14·ϕ + A15·β = f11·α

A21·
..
ϕ + A22·

.
ϕ + A23·ϕ + A24·

.
XS + A25·β = f21·α

A31·
..
β + A32·

.
β + A33·β + A34·

.
ϕ + A35·ϕ + A36·

.
XS = f31

(38)

where:

A11 = MT ;

A12 =
kA+kB+Pf A−FB

V0
;

A13 =
(kA+Pf A)·(L−aT)+(FB−kB)·aT

V0
;

A14 = FB − kA − kB − Pf A;

A15 = PKR;
A21 = JS;

A22 =
(kA+Pf A)·(L−aT)

2+(kB−FB)·a2
T

V0
;

A23 = −A13·V0;
A24 = A13;
A25 = −PKR·(aT + aM);
A31 = JC;

A32 =
l·
[
(k1+Pf 1)·(l2+h2)

1
2 +(k2+Pf 2)·(l2+b2)

1
2
]

V0
;
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A33 = Rl ·(l − dM) + l·
(

k1 + k2 + Pf 1 + Pf 2

)
;

A34 =
l·(aT+aM)·(k1+k2+Pf 1+Pf 2)

V0
;

A35 = l·
(

k1 + k2 + Pf 1 + Pf 2

)
;

A36 = −A35
V0

; f11 = kA;

f21 = (L − aT)·kA;
f31 = Rl ·d + Pf 1·h + Pf 2·b − α1·l·k1 − α2·l·k2;

The following notations are adopted in the system of differential Equation (38): MT and JS—the
mass of the aggregating tractor and its moment of inertia in relation to the center of masses, respectively;
kA, kB—the drift resistance coefficients of the pneumatic tires of the wheels of the front and rear axles of
the aggregating wheeled tractor, respectively; k1, k2—the drift resistance coefficients of the pneumatic
tires of the left-side and two right-side wheels of the trailed windrower, respectively; α1, α2—the angles
of setting (divergence) of the left-side and the right-side wheels of the windrower; L, aT, aM, l, h, b, d
and dM—the design parameters shown on the equivalent schemes (Figures 3 and 4).

The developed theory of a plane-parallel movement of the asymmetric machine-and-tractor
aggregate may serve as a basis for investigating the stability of the movement of a rather wide class of
asymmetric machine-and-tractor aggregates operating in various branches of production.

Consequently, the basic concepts of the theory of a plane-parallel movement of the asymmetric
machine-and-tractor aggregate consisting of an aggregating wheeled tractor and an asymmetric
windrower are described by a system of differential Equation (38). Besides, an important circumstance
is that the windrower is linked to the aggregating wheeled tractor by means of a cylindrical joint.

3.2. Experimental Verification of the Adequacy of the Mathematical Model

To verify the adequacy of the obtained mathematical model, experimental research of the
amplitude-frequency response of the relative bearing ϕ of the tractor were carried out.

The experimental amplitude-frequency response was studied analyzing a harvesting asymmetric
machine-and-tractor aggregate composed from a wheeled aggregating tractor MTZ-82 and a trailed
swath header ZVP-6, which performs the technological process of collecting winter wheat into swaths
(Figure 1).

The experimental studies were carried out with the following operative conditions: soil moisture
10–14% up to 15 cm of depth; soil hardness 2.3 MPa; density 496 wheat plants m−2, plant height 0.86 m.

During the experimental studies, the asymmetric swath header machine-and-tractor aggregate
was moving at a speed of 2.45 m s−1. and the following parameters were registered: (a) the relative
bearing of the aggregating tractor (ϕ); (b) the turning angle of the driven wheels of the aggregating
tractor (α); (c) the turning angle of the swath header (β) in a horizontal plane. The obtained values ϕ,
α, and β, were analyzed and statistical response were determined as the mean square deviations (σi)
and normalized spectral densities (Si).

The experimental amplitude-frequency response of the swath header machine-and-tractor
aggregate were calculated from equation [9,10]:

A(ω) =
σy

σx
·

√
Sy

Sx
(39)

where σx, Sx—the mean square deviation and the normalized spectral density of the input value (α or β);
σy, Sy—the mean square deviation and the normalized spectral density of the output value (ϕ);
ω—the frequency of variations of the control and the disturbing impact.

Figure 5 reports the comparison between the theoretical and experimental amplitude-frequency
characteristics of the relative bearing ϕ of the tractor when reacting to the external impacts in the form
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of variations of the turning angle β of the swath header (a) and in the form of variations in the turning
angle of the driven wheels α of the tractor (b).
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of the tractor when reacting to the external impacts in the form of variations of the turning angle β of
the swath header (a) and in the form of variations in the turning angle of the driven wheels α of the
tractor (b).

Analysis of the obtained data show that the maximum discrepancy between the theoretical and
experimental amplitude-frequency response does not exceed 8%.

Such a coincidence of experimental and calculated data points to the adequacy of the developed
mathematical model, and then its use is appropriate for suitable design parameters of both the
asymmetric swath header machine-and-tractor aggregate.

It is known [26,28] that when a dynamic system perceives one or another disturbance, the desired
amplitude-frequency characteristic must be as small as possible. In an ideal case it must be equal to
zero. At the same time, the phase-frequency shift (i.e., the delay in the reaction of the system) must be as
large as possible. In case the dynamic system perceives a disturbance, the desired amplitude-frequency
response should be equal to 0, the phase-frequency response, on the contrary, tend to ∞.

4. Conclusions

The developed system of linear differential equations of the second order makes it possible to
describe mathematically the transverse displacement of the center of mass of an aggregating wheeled
tractor, the rotation of its longitudinal axis of symmetry by some angle around this center of mass,
and also the angle of deviation of the trailed swath header from the longitudinal axis of the tractor at
an arbitrary moment of time.

When the asymmetric swath header machine-and-tractor aggregate, as a dynamic system,
perceives a disturbing and a control impact, the maximum discrepancy between the theoretical
and the experimental amplitude-frequency response does not exceed 8%, which points to the adequacy
of the applied mathematical model for reliable substantiation of the scheme and the design parameters
of the asymmetric swath header machine-and-tractor aggregate.
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